
Update iForm App 
Server Name 

How to configure the iForm App to point to a 
new Server Name URL: Android & iOS.  

 
 

Effective May 23, 2016, all current users without a Dedicated 
Database (individuals who log into iformbuilder.com) will need the 
server name within the iForm app to point to app.iformbuilder.com. 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iOS: iPhone, iPad & iPods
Update iOS devices to point to a new Server Name.

Step 1: Close App from background of device
Before making any changes to the iForm App Preferences, the iForm app must be closed 
completely from the background of the device. 

A. Double tap the Home button in the center of the device.
B. If iForm app is open, you will see  iForm in the window with the 

app icon at the top.
C. Place a finger on the iForm window and without letting go, drag 

the application towards the top of the window until you no longer 
see it.  

A B C
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Step 2: Open Apple Device Settings
The iForm App preferences are configured in the Apple Device Settings.

A. Tap the Settings button on the device. 
B. Once in the Settings, scroll down until you find iForm. Tap iForm 

to configure the app Preferences.

A B
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Step 3: Change Server Name URL
Once in the iForm App Preferences, at the very top, you will see permissions you have 
granted iForm to access.  Beneath the permissions, you will see the area to configure 
Synchronization, Picture Widget, Appearance and Other preferences. 

A. Under the Synchronization preferences, there is an area for the 
Server Name. 

B. Tap the URL and type in the new server URL. (The Server 
Name URL will always end with .iformbuilder.com.) For example 
app.iformbuilder.com or for a Dedicated Database it could be 
companyname.iformbuilder.com. 

Open the iForm app and start collecting!  
*If you receive an error message, repeat steps 1-3 making sure iForm is closed from the 
background, check spelling and punctuation of server name.  If you are still having 
problems, contact your Company Admin or the iFormBuilder Customer Success Center. 

A B
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Android: Phones and Tablets
Update Android devices to point to a new Server Name.

Step 1: Open iForm Settings
A. Open the iForm app.
B. In the iForm app, tap the gear icon in the top right hand corner.
C. This will launch the iForm Settings.

A B C
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Step 2: Open iForm Advanced Settings
Within the iForm Advanced Settings is where you can update the devices Server Name. .

A. Scroll to the bottom of the Settings window until you find the 
Advanced Setting section.  Tap Advanced Settings.

B. Once in the Advanced Settings, Synchronization preferences 
are located at the top. Tap the area that says Server Name.

A B
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Step 3: Change Server Name URL
A. In the Server Name window, tap the text area and type in the 

new server URL. (The Server Name URL will always end 
with .iformbuilder.com.) For example app.iformbuilder.com or for 
a Dedicated Database it could be 
companyname.iformbuilder.com. 

B. Tap OK when complete.

A B
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Step 4: Sync Device
A. Tap the “Back” button to exit the Advanced Settings. 
B. Tap the “Back” button to exit the Settings. 
C. Once in the iForm home window, tap the “Refresh” button to 

download the most up-to-date forms and records. 

Start collecting!  
*If you receive an error message, repeat steps 1-3 making sure spelling and punctuation 
is correct for the Server Name.  If you are still having problems, contact your Company 
Admin or the iFormBuilder Customer Success Center. 

A B C
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